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We report on the development of a new model for the underlying event in hadron{hadron
ollisions. The model in ludes parton showers for all intera tions, as well as non-trivial avour, momentum,
and olour orrelations between intera tion initiators and beam remnant partons.
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1 Introdu tion
A simple onsequen e of the omposite nature of hadrons
is the possibility to have hadron{hadron ollisions in whi h
several distin t pairs of partons ollide with ea h other
(multiple intera tions). In fa t, simple perturbative al ulations an be used to show [1℄ that most inelasti events in
high{energy hadroni ollisions should ontain several perturbatively al ulable intera tions, in addition to whatever nonperturbative phenomena may be present.
Although most of this a tivity is not hard enough to
play a signi ant role in the des ription of high{p? jet
physi s, it an be responsible for a large fra tion of the
total multipli ity (and large u tuations in it), for semihard (mini-)jets in the event, for the details of jet pro les
and for the jet pedestal e e t, leading to random as well
as systemati shifts in the jet energy s ale. Thus, a good
understanding of multiple intera tions would seem prerequisite to arrying out pre ision studies involving jets
and/or the underlying event in hadroni ollisions.
In an earlier study [1℄, it was argued that all the underlying event a tivity ould be explained by the multiple
intera tions me hanism alone. However, while the origin
of underlying events is thus assumed to be perturbative,
many nonperturbative aspe ts still for e their entran e on
the stage. This in parti ular relates to the stru ture of
beam remnants and to the orrelations in avour, olour,
and momentum between the partons involved. In [1℄, only
very simple beam remnant stru tures ould te hni ally be
dealt with, hen e substantial simpli ations had to be imposed.
In re ent years, the physi s of the underlying event
has ome to attra t more attention. Simple parameterizations an be tuned to des ribe the average underlying
a tivity, but are inadequate to fully des ribe orrelations
and u tuations. The in reased interest and the new data

now prompts us to develop a more realisti framework for
multiple intera tions than the one in ref. [1℄, while making
use of many of the same underlying ideas.
One new aspe t was the augmentation in [2℄ of the
standard Lund string fragmentation framework [3℄ to inlude the hadronization of olour topologies ontaining
non-zero baryon number. In the ontext of multiple intera tions, this improvement means that almost arbitrarily ompli ated baryon beam remnants may now be dealt
with, hen e many of the restri tions present in the old
model are no longer ne essary.
Here, we present a model for how avours, olours, and
momenta are orrelated between all the partons involved
in a hadron{hadron ollision, both those that undergo
intera tions and those onstituting the beam remnants.
However, all aspe ts of the model annot be treated within
the limits of this format, hen e some aspe ts have been
left out; we on entrate ex lusively on baryon beams and
neither the dependen e on impa t parameter nor the assignment of `primordial k? ' to parton shower initiators is
addressed here. More omplete des riptions may be found
in [4,5℄.
This arti le is organized as follows. In Se tion 2 the
main work on avour and momentum spa e orrelations
is presented and in 3 the very thorny issue of olour orrelations. Finally, Se tion 4 provides a brief summary.

2 Towards a Realisti Model
Consider a hadron undergoing multiple intera tions in a
ollision. Su h an obje t should be des ribed by multiparton densities, giving the joint probability of simultaneously nding n partons with avours f1 ; : : : ; fn , arrying momentum fra tions x1 ; : : : ; xn inside the hadron,
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when probed by intera tions at s ales Q21 ; : : : ; Q2n . However, we are nowhere near having suÆ ient experimental
information to pin down su h distributions. Therefore, and
wishing to make maximal use of the information that we
do have, namely the standard one-parton-in lusive parton
densities, we propose the following strategy.
As des ribed in [1℄, the intera tions may be generated
in an ordered sequen e of falling p? . For the hardest intera tion, all smaller p? s ales may be e e tively integrated
out of the (unknown) fully orrelated distributions, leaving an obje t des ribed by the standard one-parton distributions, by de nition. For the se ond and subsequent
intera tions, again all lower{p? s ales an be integrated
out, but the orrelations with the rst annot, and so on.
Thus, we introdu e modi ed parton densities, that orrelate the i'th intera tion and its shower evolution to what
happened in the i 1 previous ones.
The rst and most trivial observation is that ea h
intera tion i removes a momentum fra tion xi from the
hadron remnant. Already in [1℄ this momentum loss was
taken into a ount by assuming a simple s aling ansatz
for the parton
Pn distributions, f (x) ! f (x=X )=X , where
X=1
xi is the momentum remaining in the beam
i=1
hadron after the n rst intera tions. E e tively, the PDF's
are simply `squeezed' into the range x 2 [0; X ℄.
Next, for a given baryon, the valen e distribution of
avour f after n intera tions, qf vn (x; Q2 ), should follow
the ounting rule:
ZX
qf vn (x; Q2 ) dx = Nf vn ;
(1)
0

where Nf vn is the number of valen e quarks of avour
f remaining in the hadron remnant. This rule may be
enfor ed by s aling the original distribution down, by the
ratio of remaining to original valen e quarks Nf vn =Nf v0 ,
in addition to the x s aling mentioned above.
Also, when a sea quark is kno ked out of a hadron, it
must leave behind a orresponding antisea parton in the
beam remnant. We all this a ompanion quark. In the
perturbative approximation the sea quark qs and its ompanion q ome from a gluon bran hing g ! qs + q (it is
impli it that if qs is a quark, q is its antiquark). Starting from this perturbative ansatz, and negle ting other
intera tions and any subsequent perturbative evolution of
the q distribution, we obtain the q distribution from the
probability that a sea quark qs , arrying a momentum
fra tion xs , is produ ed by the bran hing of a gluon with
momentum fra tion y , so that the ompanion has a momentum fra tion x = y xs ,
Z1
q (x; xs ) = C
g (y ) Pg!qs q (z ) Æ (xs zy ) dz
0
 
xs 1
= C g (y ) Pg!qs q
y
y


g (xs + x)
xs
=C
;
(2)
Pg!qs q
xs + x
xs + x

posing the ounting rule:
Z 1 xs
0

q (x; xs ) dx

= 1:

(3)

The exa t form of C depends on the shape assumed for
the gluon disitribution. Qualitatively, however, any falling
gluon distribution / 1=x onvoluted with the almost at
g ! qq splitting kernel yields ompanion distributions
whi h tend to a onstant q (x; xs )  C=2x2s below xs
and whi h exhibit power-like fall-o s q (x; xs ) / 1=x2
above it, with some modulation of the latter depending
on the large-x behaviour assumed for g (x). Also note that
xq (x; xs ) should be peaked around x  xs , by virtue of
the symmetri Pg!qs q splitting kernel.
Without any further hange, the redu tion of the valen e distributions and the introdu tion of ompanion distributions, in the manner des ribed above, would result in
a violation of the total momentum sum rule,
0
1
ZX X
x
qf n (x; Q2 ) + gn (x; Q2 )A dx = X;
(4)
0

f

sin e by removing a valen e quark from the parton distributions we also remove a total amount of momentum
orresponding to hxf v i, the average momentum fra tion
arried by a valen e quark of avour f :
RX
2
hxf vn i  R0 Xxqf vn (x; Q2 ) dx = X hxf v0 i ; (5)
0 qf vn (x; Q ) dx
and by adding a ompanion distribution we add an analogously de ned momentum fra tion.
To ensure that eq. (4) is still respe ted, we assume
that the sea+gluon normalizations u tuate up when a
valen e distribution is redu ed and down when a ompanion distribution is added. In addition, the requirement of
a physi al x range is of ourse still maintained by `squeezing' all distributions into the interval x 2 [0; X ℄.
The full parton distributions after n intera tions thus
take the forms:

x
x
1 Nf vn
+ a qf s0
+
qf v0
qf n (x) =
X Nf v0
X
X
3
x

X
qf j
+
(6)
; xsj 5 ;
j

gn (x)

=

a
X

g0

x
X

X

;

(7)

where we have suppressed the dependen e on Q2 for brevity,
qf v0 (qf s0 ) denotes the original valen e (sea) distribution
of avour f , and the index j on the ompanion distributions qf j ounts di erent ompanion quarks of the same
avour, f . As already mentioned, the normalization fa tor a multiplying the gluon and sea distributions an be
determined from overall momentum onservation in the
in oming hadron:
P
P
hxf j 0 i
Nf vn hxf v0 i
1
f;j
f
with Pg!qs q the usual DGLAP gluon splitting kernel and
P
:
(8)
a=
C a normalization onstant whi h an be obtained by im1
Nf v0 hxf v0 i
f
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After the perturbative intera tions have taken ea h
their share of longitudinal momentum, the question arises
how the remaining momentum is shared between the beam
remnant partons. Here, valen e quarks re eive an x pi ked
at random a ording to a small{Q2 valen e-like parton
density, while sea quarks must be ompanions of one of
the initiator quarks, and hen e should have an x pi ked
a ording to the q (x; xs ) distribution introdu ed above.
In the rare ase that no valen e quarks remain and no sea
quarks need be added for avour onservation, the beam
remnant is represented by a gluon, arrying all of the beam
remnant longitudinal momentum.
Further aspe ts of the model in lude the possible formation of omposite obje ts in the beam remnants (e.g. diquarks) and the addition of non-zero primordial k? values to the parton shower initiators. Espe ially the latter
introdu es some ompli ations, to obtain onsistent kinemati s. Details on these aspe ts will be presented in [5℄.

of gluon emissions o the initial valen e topology, sin e
sea quarks together with their ompanion partners are asso iated with parent gluons, by de nition.
The simplest solution is to assume that gluons are atta hed to the initial quark lines in a random order, see
Fig. 1b. If so, the jun tion would rarely be olour onne ted dire tly to two valen e quarks in the beam remnant. It should be lear that the migration of the baryon
number depends sensitively upon whi h partons in the nal state the jun tion ends up being onne ted to (see [2℄
for details on jun tion fragmentation). Thus, if the onne tions are purely random, the baryon number of the initial
state should quite often be dis onne ted from the beam
remnant altogether and be able to migrate to both large
p? and small xF values. Empiri ally, this may not be desireable, hen e a free suppression parameter is introdu ed
to suppress gluon atta hments onto olour lines that lie
entirely within the remnant.
Finally, we imagine a few di erent possibilities for the
ordering of the emissions o a given olour line: 1) random, 2) gluons are ordered a ording to the rapidity of
the hard s attering subsystem they are asso iated with
(where beam remnant partons are assigned a xed large
rapidity in the dire tion of their parent hadrons), and 3)
gluons are ordered so as to give rise to the smallest possible
total string lengths in the nal state. The two latter possibilities represent di erent attempts to minimize the total
potential energy of the system (the string length), sin e
the former seems to result in a too large hadron multipli ity per intera tion. A variable whi h we have found to be
sensitive to the hoi e of olour topology is the average p?
vs. n harged , but our studies are not on luded yet. Thus,
we do not pretend to have the nal solution to these questions. Rather, the olour orrelations, both in the initial
and in the nal state, still represents the major open issue
in our studies.

3 Colour Correlations

4 Con lusion

The initial state of a baryon may be represented by three
valen e quarks, onne ted antisymmetri ally in olour via
a entral jun tion, whi h a ts as a swit hyard for the
olour ow and arries the net baryon number. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 1a.
The pre ise olour-spa e evolution of this state into the
initiator and beam remnant partons a tually found in a
given event is not predi ted by perturbation theory, but is
ru ial in determining how the system hadronizes; in the
Lund string model [3℄, two olour- onne ted nal state
partons together de ne a string pie e, whi h hadronizes
by su essive non-perturbative breakups along the string.
Thus, the olour ow of an event determines the topology
of the hadronizing strings, and onsequentially where and
how many hadrons will be produ ed.
For the perturbative parts of the event, a unique olour
ow may be onsistently assigned [6℄, but for the onne tions among initiator and beam remnant partons, additional assumptions are ne essary. The question an essentially be redu ed to one of hoosing a titious sequen e

The development of a new model for the underlying event
in hadron{hadron ollisions has been reported. This model
extends the multiple intera tions me hanism proposed in
[1℄ with the possibility of non-trivial avour and momentum orrelations, parton showers for all initiator and nal
state partons, and several options for olour orrelations
between initiator and beam remnant partons. Many of
these improvements rely on the development of jun tion
fragmentation in [2℄.
The issue of olour orrelations is still a tively under
study.
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Fig. 1. a) The initial state of a baryon, onsisting of 3 valen e quarks onneted antisymmetri ally in olour via a entral `string jun tion', J. b) Example of how a given set of parton shower intitators ould have been radiated o the initial
on guration, in the ase of the `purely random' orrelations
dis ussed in the text.
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